Smart EV Charging: A Global Review of Promising Practices
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Abstract: The electrification of transport in Europe is in the early stages of a market transformation that has the potential to significantly cut emissions in both the transportation and energy sectors, while generating wider benefits for society. The research underpinning this study finds that the greatest value from integrating electric vehicles (EVs) into the power grid can be generated by charging them when and where it is most beneficial for the power system, while ensuring consumers’ mobility needs are met at an affordable cost. An emerging body of research on electric vehicle grid integration focuses on modeling the cost of integration under various scenarios, but few studies look at the existing promising practices that are based on policy tools in use today. The authors of this study conducted a qualitative review of policies for EV grid integration in the EU and U.S. markets. We found that, in order to unlock the environmental and economic opportunities associated with market uptake, three policy strategies are most effective: cost-reflective pricing, intelligent technology, and integrated infrastructure planning. The study also explores the implications of these practices for policymakers and regulators in the EU (A short version of this paper was presented at the 32nd Electric Vehicles Symposium in Lyon, France, in May 2019).
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1. Introduction

The number of electric vehicles (EVs) in Europe has increased exponentially. More than one million electric passenger vehicles were on the roads of EU, European Free Trade Association countries, and Turkey by the end of 2018 [1]. It is agreed that “the benefits of transport electrification on climate change mitigation will be greater if EV deployment takes place in parallel with the decarbonisation of power systems” [2]. However, decision-makers on the European, national, and local levels are only starting to recognize the importance of managed or “smart” charging as a key element for the environmentally beneficial and cost-efficient integration of electric vehicles into the grid [3,4]. This article builds on earlier research conducted by the authors [5], and on a global review of promising practices for beneficial EV grid integration [6] in a dynamically developing market for charging and grid services. It offers insights for decision-makers and identifies further needs for research.

With the term “EVs,” we include both battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs). For the sake of simplicity, we use the term EVs throughout. This article mainly focuses on passenger cars but also takes other vehicle segments into account. References to beneficial electrification of transport define “beneficial” as an electrified end use, or integration of an electrified
end use, into the power grid that satisfies at least one of the following conditions without adversely affecting the other two: it saves consumers money over the long run, enables better grid management, and reduces detrimental environmental impacts.

EVs’ flexibility also makes them a grid resource with considerable advantages: As “batteries on wheels,” they can either pull electricity from the grid for charging or feed it back into the system whenever the vehicle is not in use. In the current phase of the mobility transition [7], which still focuses on private ownership of cars, vehicles are idle about 95 percent of the time, and users generally need only 10 percent of the hours in a day for charging [8]. This leaves at least 85 percent of the time free for potentially providing flexibility services, and EVs are increasingly recognized, also by utilities, as a valuable demand-response resource for the grid [9]. But as the mobility paradigm transitions, we will see growth in vehicle use through increasingly intelligent and shared new mobility services [10–13]. Some flexibility for optimizing the way users charge their vehicles is likely to remain, along with strong incentives to minimize the cost of charging.

Previous research highlights the benefits of strategic EV integration, stating that “smart EV charging can integrate increasing amounts of renewable energy resources, increase utilization of the existing network infrastructure, lower the operating cost of EVs, and minimize the need for new investment” [5]. Subsequently, there is a growing body of literature that assesses EV grid integration costs and the associated benefits [14–17]. Studies undertaken for and by stakeholders and other researchers broadly agree that the grid can cope with integrating the anticipated growth in electric vehicles without issue, provided charging is managed [18]. This means that users are provided with incentives to move their vehicle charging to off-peak hours, thus using the existing grid assets more efficiently. According to the European Association of the Electricity Industry (Eurelectric), smart charging could result in improved grid utilization rates. The association also finds that any higher overall electricity peaks would not be substantial and therefore are not cause for concern [18]. Grid operators note that it is, of course, possible that grid expansion could be necessary in given locations [19]. A recent analysis of Europe’s largest car market, Germany, confirms these findings even if high levels of electrification are assumed, provided that the broader transition to a more efficient, less vehicle-based transport sector continues [20]. Previous estimations based on data from France and Germany show that a significant proportion of existing distribution network grid capacity remains unused that is well suited for charging a higher penetration of EVs with little or no need for additional capacity [21]. The studies also show that, without managed charging, the costs of providing the power needed to charge rising numbers of EVs could grow dramatically [18]. If the vehicles are charged during times of system peak, the overall peak could even increase twofold [19]. This could lead to substantial, and avoidable, investment in new generation resources and grid capacity that has limited value, as it would only serve the higher peak.

The authors of this article explored best practices for ensuring that charging is managed and unnecessary investment costs can be avoided. While the majority of current research uses a modeling approach to address this question [22], few studies have explored existing market and policy practices that already successfully illustrate the benefits of smart charging. We seek to make an empirical contribution to the current debate by presenting case studies of real-world examples. As a result of our research, we have identified three particularly important opportunities for ensuring EVs are integrated beneficially into the grid, and costly exacerbation of peak load is avoided.

- **Cost-reflective pricing** leverages the fluctuations in retail energy and network prices over the course of the day and night to encourage consumers to change how and when they charge their vehicles. An effective program will motivate consumers to change their charging behavior in a way that both lowers their costs and reduces power system costs.

- **Smart technology** is a critical resource for capturing the flexibility EVs can provide, especially when used in conjunction with smart pricing. Charging processes can even be automated if price and other data can be communicated. This feature is generally found only in more advanced
programs. The goal is to enable consumers to make choices to reduce their bills without needing to constantly pay attention to the relevant technology.

- **Smart infrastructure** refers to the strategic siting of EV charging infrastructure. More precisely, if the public or private infrastructure is carefully planned, it can serve mobility demands, take advantage of existing grid infrastructure and capacity, and provide balancing services. This powerful combination can substantially reduce the cost of integrating electric vehicles into the power system. The higher objective of this strategy is also to steer the time and location of EV charging to best serve consumers and the grid.

2. Materials and Methods

Research for this study focused on a qualitative method of data collection (See Supplementary Materials) with the objective of establishing a comprehensive definition of and recommendations to promote “smart charging,” a term often used in policy discussions but seldom clarified, through real-world case studies [23]. The research process involved collection, review, and documentation of reports and material available in European Member States and the United States, as well as interviews with various stakeholders (see Appendix A, Table A1). In addition, the authors gathered information in various informal exchanges, such as expert workshops, and incorporated the feedback from external experts (see Acknowledgements). The research was conducted between June 2018 and March 2019.

3. Results

In this section, we identify three areas of opportunity for beneficial EV integration through “smart charging” and discuss selected examples of best practices. For the purposes of this paper, we define “smart charging” as electric vehicle charging that can be shifted to times “when the costs for producing and delivering electricity are lower, without compromising the vehicle owner’s needs” [4].

3.1. Smart Pricing

Cost-reflective, or “smart” pricing, sends price signals to consumers about the actual cost of generating and delivering electricity at a given time. The objective of this mechanism is to reward customers with lower prices when they shift their vehicle charging to times that are beneficial to the grid, i.e., times of low demand or load. Well-designed tariffs ensure efficient use of existing power system infrastructure and can help obviate the need for some future investments in the system [24]. The cost savings from smart pricing do not only accrue for EV users; all customers reap the benefits of the lower system costs.

At present, the most common type of pricing across Europe is the standard tariff, which is a rate that does not vary with time. Standard pricing is based on a flat, per kilowatt-hour charge for consumers’ electricity demand. Because customers cannot lower their electricity bills by shifting their power use, they charge their vehicles at a desired time, regardless of grid conditions and regardless of the cost to generate and deliver electricity.

Utilities across most of Europe offer their customers forms of time-varying price structures, but the uptake by consumers has been low on the whole. Pilot programs, featuring smart pricing, show that those consumers who do participate are responsive to price signals and willing to change their charging behaviors. The current pricing models range from the simplest, time-of-use (TOU) tariffs, to the most complex, real-time pricing. With time-of-use pricing, the utility sets different prices for different blocks of time. These are usually simple delineations, such as a day and night tariff or a weekday and weekend price, and the tariffs are typically based on consumers’ past power usage. This most prevalent design, dating back to the 1970s and 1980s, does not require advanced metering technology. Its effectiveness varies greatly among countries, depending on the design and the ratio between the highest and lowest price periods. The difference between the two rates needs to be large enough to encourage customers to change their behavior.
Real-time pricing, by contrast, changes according to the actual situation on the power grid over set intervals and thus requires smart metering. Smart meter rollout has been a challenging hurdle, with several Member States still far behind their target.

Two other designs of note are critical peak pricing and peak-time rebates. France is currently the only country offering critical peak pricing [25], where prices rise substantially for a limited number of hours, and this time frame is announced in advance. As the name suggests, a peak-time rebate plan pays a set amount to consumers who shift their electricity consumption away from peak hours. If they do use power during this time, the price is the same as for non-peak hours.

Electricity tariffs that support managed EV charging require consumers to learn how to best use them to save money (and, at the same time, to create grid benefits). Customer education is key, in particular to attract new user groups, who are not already convinced of the specific advantages of electric vehicles. Experience from the United States confirms that many energy suppliers reported positive experiences when testing the introduction of time-varying tariffs in smaller pilot projects [26].

Cost-reflective pricing takes on vital importance as the EV market transformation accelerates. With today’s low EV market share and a moderate, albeit growing, share of renewables, simpler tariff designs such as TOU rates can ensure beneficial EV grid integration. This will not be sufficient, however, in a fully developed electric transport sector that also aims to integrate higher amounts of renewable energy. In this case, more granular tariff designs, supported by technology (see below), will be required to ensure grid-friendly EV charging.

The following examples in Table 1 illustrate lessons learned from experiences in the EU and the United States with designing tariffs to support beneficial EV integration.

Table 1. Examples of time-varying rate design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tariff Design</th>
<th>Main Features</th>
<th>Prerequisites</th>
<th>User Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two-period time-of-use tariff for energy (Spain) [27]</td>
<td>80% discount for EV drivers charging during pre-defined night hours, at 0.03 €/kWh, compared to the day charge of around 0.16 €/kWh.</td>
<td>Simple binary meter.</td>
<td>A Nissan Leaf owner will save approximately 167 euros per year by charging the EV at the night tariff instead of the standard rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octopus Agile (UK) [28]</td>
<td>Tied to half-hourly day-ahead market, promotes renewable energy use and flexibility.</td>
<td>Smart meter, phone app, active participation of customers.</td>
<td>150 euros per year saved compared to standard tariff. Energy consumption shifted to low-demand hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius (Denmark) [29]</td>
<td>Time-of-use network tariff with a surcharge for winter peak hours (5–8 pm) of 0.9 €/kWh, compared to standard rate of 0.35 €/kWh.</td>
<td>None, standard rate applicable to customers connected to low-voltage (households) and medium-voltage grid (commercial).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under the Spanish TOU tariff, the owner of an electric passenger vehicle (assuming a 24 kWhs battery and a maximum range of around 160 km), will pay approximately 0.72 euros to charge his or her vehicle during the nighttime hours. By comparison, fully charging the vehicle at the flat, standard rate of 0.14 euros per kWh would cost around 3.4 euros, or nearly five times as much as the EV tariff. This standard rate calculation assumes 10,000 km driven per year, with all charging taking place during the nighttime (off-peak) hours. Thus, the EV-dedicated tariff offers significantly lower costs than the standard tariff and only requires the user to change when the vehicle is charged.

One alternative to driving grid-beneficial charging through pricing models is active control of charging, as practiced by some suppliers in Germany.
3.2. Smart Technology

Intelligent technology can increase the impact of cost-reflective prices by making them more convenient for consumers. In other words, the technology enables customers to react to price signals quickly and without much effort. Sophisticated tariff designs generally require more complex technology that automatically monitors and adjusts consumption based on price signals, without active intervention by the consumer. Even intelligent technologies are less likely to encourage smart charging if they are not coupled with dynamic pricing schemes. As a result, implemented in isolation, responsive technology is not likely to use existing grid capacity more effectively or reduce peak demand. Figure 1 illustrates this effect for several pilot programs that tested the dynamic price designs mentioned above. Greater reductions in demand were achieved when intelligent technology was deployed.

Figure 1. Average peak reduction from time-varying tariff pilots. Reproduced from Faruqui et al. [30].

Technology can be considered smart, or intelligent, if it meets the following minimum requirements:

- It can measure consumers' real-time, or near real-time, energy consumption.
- It can transmit this data to the consumer and to other authorized parties.
- It has the ability to automatically control consumption.

Simpler forms of intelligent technology include smart meters and other similar devices. These can generally monitor and communicate real-time power usage, allowing consumers to easily access data through an in-house display or mobile application. To optimize their energy consumption, however, consumers are still required to either take action themselves, directly or remotely, or to do so through a third party, such as an aggregator.

Among the more sophisticated intelligent charging technologies are systems with functionality for automatically responding to prices or other signals. Some smart chargers, for example, are capable of adjusting charging levels based on grid conditions. Other technology allows the user to give priority to cost, by charging his or her vehicle during previously communicated lower pricing periods or in response to real-time pricing. Some systems can even identify the fuel used to generate electricity and charge only with renewable energy sources.
At present, it is difficult to foresee which business models and technologies for managing electric vehicle charging will survive the current rapid-growth phase. Some manufacturers install the metering equipment in the vehicle, others place it in the charging equipment, and yet others in the charging cable. The electric vehicle users of the future may have the option of choosing from different levels of technological capability, different price categories and a variety of solutions to their mobility challenges. Table 2 contrasts and compares various smart charging technology concepts and their value to consumers.

### Table 2. Examples of smart technology development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Main Features</th>
<th>Level of Consumer Intervention Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green Mountain Power (Vermont, U.S.) [31,32]</td>
<td>Technology and pricing package; charging is controlled by utility and shifted to off-peak hours, includes an opt-out choice.</td>
<td>None. Utility supplies a seven-kilowatt charger free of charge to consumers who buy a new EV, and for a $10 monthly payment to consumers who already own one. The EV owner indicates when the vehicle is available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jedlix (NL) [33,34]</td>
<td>Application assesses optimal charging profile, including grid capacity, sustainable energy availability, and energy prices, shifts charging to preferential hours.</td>
<td>Very low. Consumer only communicates travel times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxem (NL) [35]</td>
<td>Wall box/application to integrate EV charging station, along with any self-generation (e.g., solar photovoltaic), and other uses and appliances (e.g., electrical heating) into a smart home or office building.</td>
<td>None to very low. Application monitors the electricity draw and feed-in for the different applications and implements smart EV charging to ensure safety (e.g., decreases EV charging if the home’s demand is greater than its own production and network connection).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyEnergi (UK) [36]</td>
<td>Smart meter paired with application recognizes fuel source (for example, domestically produced solar energy) and directs it to EV charging.</td>
<td>Very low. User has option to manually determine charging time and mode.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In areas where a large number of users access charging facilities, intelligent balancing technology can help manage load to provide charging services to consumers while avoiding stress on the grid during peak hours and the resulting higher costs. Charging even a few electric vehicles in shared garages can affect the energy consumption of larger structures, such as multi-unit residential dwellings and commercial spaces. Owners can use load balancing solutions to charge a greater number of vehicles during the night-time hours without increasing the building’s peak demand or their costs. Balancing technology can also be implemented to avoid unnecessary capacity investments to integrate larger, concentrated loads such as electric bus depots. ChargePoint, an electric vehicle supply equipment provider, used intelligent technology to manage load for a bus depot in a major European city, lowering the peak demand needed to charge around 130 buses by more than half, from approximately 5 MW to 2 MW [37].

#### 3.3. Smart Infrastructure

Research also shows that cost-effective EV grid integration requires holistic planning. By taking into account power system and user needs, charging infrastructure can be strategically sited to increase the utilization rates of existing power system infrastructure, and to ensure the location is also convenient for meeting EV drivers’ charging and driving patterns [38]. Monitoring users’ driving and charging behavior helps identify the density of charging equipment required to help consumers drive the kilometers they need with their electric vehicle while avoiding stranded investments from underutilized charging infrastructure [39]. These siting decisions are difficult for policymakers and
investors in a nascent market and, to further complicate matters, the use cases and resulting demand for EV charging will continue to evolve with increasing electrification in other vehicle segments. While most charging can be expected to happen at home or at work, research and industry broadly agree that a small but significant share of (fast) charging will occur at publicly accessible sites, depending on the uptake of electric fleets, fleet use and mobility-as-a-service schemes [40]. Fast charging is currently defined as charging with more than 22 kW [41].

The use case for workplace charging illustrates how grid-friendly infrastructure planning is key: charging equipment can take advantage of the existing network connections for office buildings. In addition, it can make more efficient use of the grid by shifting the charging cycles for employees’ EVs away from peak hours (for example, by delaying charging), toward hours when solar power is available on the grid, or both. Load management technologies, coupled with time-of-use tariffs that lower the cost of charging at times of abundant renewable energy supply, can make smart workplace charging beneficial for all parties involved.

Table 3 summarizes examples of our research on integrated charging infrastructure planning and use.

Table 3. Examples for smart infrastructure deployment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infrastructure Solution</th>
<th>Main Features</th>
<th>Advantages for Grid Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public park-and-charge programme (UK) [42,43]</td>
<td>Convert street infrastructure such as light poles into 3–5 kW charging outlets.</td>
<td>Uses existing electrified infrastructure, reduces cost of installation from 8000 to 1000 pounds sterling [44], encourages off-peak use for parked cars, additional efficiency gain through shared infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study: public fast charging points along existing grid (San Francisco, U.S., and Ottawa, Canada) [45]</td>
<td>Utility mapping tool identified more than 14,000 locations where fast charging points could be installed to provide every EV driver with a fast charger within a one-mile (1.6 km) radius. Identifies upgrade costs.</td>
<td>Joint energy and transport planning, use of existing infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission system operator mapping tool for highway fast charging stations (UK) [46]</td>
<td>UK’s transmission system operator, National Grid, studied 50 optimal locations for fast chargers (up to 350 kW) along highways, allowing 90% of UK motorists to reach a location within 50 miles.</td>
<td>Estimated cost 1 billion pounds, also avoids cost of building new infrastructure by linking these locations to the high-voltage grid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery-assisted charging for cars (Greenlots/Hawaii, U.S.) [47]; for ferries (Ampera, Electric Ferry, Norway) [48]</td>
<td>Hawaii: battery-assisted fast charging infrastructure was built to avoid a more expensive connection to the grid; battery-electric ferry offers “fast charge” for ships ashore and slower charging when the ferry is not plugged in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

The review of promising examples has shown that, in various EU countries, existing policy tools for tariff design, technology deployment and integrated planning can be used to enhance beneficial EV grid integration. Three primary conclusions can be drawn from the analysis and can inform European policymakers, as outlined below. They are also part of a broader scholarly and regulatory discussion on how to leverage electric vehicles as decentralized energy resources [49] in the overall power sector transformation [50].
4.1. Time-Varying Electricity Pricing Can Motivate Electric Vehicle Drivers to Charge at Times that are Advantageous for the Power System

Several provisions of the EU electricity sector reform that was concluded at the end of 2018, the so-called “Clean Energy for All Europeans” package, recognize that time-varying pricing can accelerate the integration of electric vehicles into the grid. It remains to be seen, however, how ambitiously Member States will implement the legislation. Our analysis underscores two crucial requirements for creating a suitable framework for dynamic pricing, with two objectives. First, it is critical that real-time energy prices are based on the full value of flexibility on the customer side, or the demand side. Second, electric vehicle users should be subject to fair retail tariffs for energy charges and network fees. In other words, all users should reap the benefits of smart charging and, in equal measure, should bear their rightful share of the costs for uncontrolled charging. When implementing the rules, EU countries are required to prepare a foundation for more dynamic pricing structures that support smart charging by capturing and communicating to EV customers the cost of producing electricity. Future research will be needed to closely monitor tariff designs for EV uptake, to learn from consumer experiences with tariffs, and to make data from these lessons publicly available. This is being practiced to a larger extent in some U.S. states, where regulators require energy suppliers to respond to the EV grid integration challenge through tariff design, infrastructure investments, and similar methods [51].

4.2. Leveraging Smart Pricing with Responsive Technology Generates Substantial Benefits

Policymakers can capitalize on the opportunity to maximize the benefits of time-varying pricing by ensuring responsive technology is broadly available to consumers. In this transition phase, Member State governments can help build a more dynamic market for charging solutions by taking an ambitious approach to translating the provisions of the Clean Energy for All Europeans package [52], by complying with existing legislations on smart meter rollout thoroughly and swiftly, and by revising standardization requirements to ensure broad distribution of market solutions. Research shows that granular data, for example from smart meters, is pivotal for integrating demand-side flexibility into the grid, such as that provided by electric vehicles [53]. The UK [54], for example, is considering whether it should require all new, non-public EV charging infrastructure to have the ability to react to price signals.

4.3. Grid-Friendly Charging Infrastructure is Key to Minimising Costs

Beneficial EV integration is dependent on strategically located, grid-friendly charging infrastructure that determines where, when and how EVs can be charged. This still presents a major hurdle for EV market take-up at the time this article was written. Elaborate models have been developed to assess use patterns for charging infrastructure. For example, researchers have identified load allocation strategies to support revenue calculation [55]. A body of research has also emerged around modeling the density requirements for charging infrastructure [56,57] and analyzing users’ behavior at fast charging stations in cities [58] to inform planners. The findings highlight the gap between planned infrastructure rollout and future user needs [59], as well as the importance of appropriate planning. Specifically, more data and knowledge is needed to assess the long-term costs and benefits associated with infrastructure build-out such as location, installation, operation, and long-term maintenance, as well as a discussion of successful models for charging infrastructure ownership and the regulatory changes needed to realize them.

Policymakers are tasked with the challenge of developing public charging infrastructure in a range of circumstances: urban areas, along highways, and in rural settings. The common denominator is the existing energy and transport infrastructure, which should be considered together. The EU institutions will evaluate the Alternative Fuels Directive [60], which is the existing legal framework underpinning charging infrastructure development. In order to ensure we can meet future charging needs for different groups of EV users, it will be important to implement an integrated approach to energy and transport
planning in this review. The implementation of the revised European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive [61], as part of the Clean Energy for All Europeans package, presents an opportunity to revisit building codes with a view toward facilitating vehicle charging at workplace and residential settings, including multifamily homes. It is also crucial to direct infrastructure funding in a way that bolsters the development of a competitive market for EV charging services. Municipalities can support this, for example, by including performance indicators in public tenders.

Further research will be needed as technology and business models for cost-efficient, low-carbon and grid-friendly EV grid integration develop in parallel with EV market uptake. Most importantly, the relevance of consumer education as a key condition for the success of smart charging programs further analysis, including the question of which public and private stakeholders are well placed to engage. For example, the question of how to adequately design tariffs for accessible public EV charging will become crucial for uptake. Taxation of EV use will also arise in different contexts.

5. Conclusions

This paper underscores that beneficial EV grid integration is not only possible, it is already happening, using existing tools for electricity tariff design, deployment of intelligent technologies and integrated planning. We suggest a comprehensive definition of beneficial EV grid integration and smart charging that aims at supporting policymakers in reducing emissions from both the transport and energy sectors. Findings suggest that, without this joint effort, the electrification of transport could stagnate, and burden drivers, electricity consumers, and the public sector with unnecessary costs. The other clear risk is that we will not attain the necessary reductions in carbon dioxide emissions and air pollution in the transport sector—the only sector where carbon emissions are still growing.

Supplementary Materials: A webinar summarizing the paper’s findings is available online at https://www.raponline.org/knowledge-center/accelerating-the-benefits-of-electric-vehicle-integration/.
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Appendix A

The following interviews were undertaken as part of data collection for this study.

Table A1. Stakeholder interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>RAP Author</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ChargePoint</td>
<td>26 November 2018</td>
<td>Dr. Julia Hildermeier, Christos Kolokathis</td>
<td>1:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian E-Mobility Association</td>
<td>11 September 2018</td>
<td>Dr. Julia Hildermeier, Christos Kolokathis Catharina Wiese</td>
<td>1:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate</td>
<td>25 September 2018</td>
<td>Dr. Julia Hildermeier, Christos Kolokathis Catharina Wiese</td>
<td>1:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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